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Introduction
We are passionate about clamps at Sandfield Engineering, but we understand that
they are probably not the most exciting piece of technology in your business.
They are, however, a crucial part of any project, process or product. Choosing the
right clamp will help you to deliver on your promises and schedules regardless of the
industry sector you are in.
But click on any ʻclampʼ website, and youʼll be faced with a confusing shopping list of
clamps. How can you place an order for something that youʼre not even sure will suit
your needs?
We want to help you choose the right clamps for your project, which is why weʼve
written this Tips Booklet. Itʼs not intended to be a comprehensive guide to clamp
design but simply a way to navigate the sometimes confusing, complex world of
clamps. Our aim is to demystify clamps so that you can find the product you need
and order it with confidence.
By the time you finish this simple guide, youʼll know what you need and how to order
it. And if you need a specific clamp for a specific project, weʼll be thrilled to help you
(after all, weʼve been helping manufacturers like you for the past 40 years).
Looking forward to hearing from you,
Dawn Tebbett
Sales Director,
Sandfield Engineering Ltd.

Clamping Tips
1. Toggle Clamp Applications
Toggle clamps are over centre locking clamps, ideal for applications where the
clamp is to be applied repeatedly. They are quick to use, much quicker than
screw fasteners and they lock into position once applied. Due to the design of the
linkage, toggle clamps are most suited to where there is little variation in the
thickness of the part (however this may be accommodated by means, see later)
and where the greatest force is required at the end of the clamp movement.
2. Toggle Action
The toggle action is the action of a toggle or over centre clamp. Toggle clamps
consist of fixed length levers, which are connected by pivot pins. As the pivot pins
come into line, large forces are generated and once in the over centre position
the clamp is locked, unless the linkage is moved. Therefore, the advantage of
toggle clamps is that they generate high clamping pressures, as they come into

the locked position, and they remain locked until disengaged.

3. Holding and Clamping Force
There are two types of clamp forces to consider when determining which clamp to
use: holding force and clamping force.
i) The holding force is the maximum that the clamp can withstand before
deformation (the reactionary force).

ii) The clamping force is the force that the clamp will exert on the component or
work piece. It is dependent on the effort applied to the clamp (e.g. the length of the
clamp handle or the strength of the operator). So values of clamping force given in
Sandfieldʼs literature are only guides based on what an average person can apply.

4. Using Toggle Clamps
Toggle clamps were not designed to deform materials but simply to hold the
component. The recommended practice is to position parts against a fixed stop, so
that the clamp holds the component in position. Thus any forces generated during
the process will be applied through the fixed stop.
Beneath the clamping point there should be sufficient support to prevent the
component from moving and reduce deformation.
5. Clamp Action
There are four different clamp actions: vertical, pushing, pulling and squeezing.
Vertical action clamps: the clamp bar has a pivotal motion and clamps vertically
down.
Within the vertical range there are three styles:
i) The most commonly used is also described as the ʻverticalʼ clamp, where the
clamp handle is at 90 degrees to the clamp bar.
ii) The horizontal clamp, where the clamp handle is at 180 degrees to the clamp
bar. These are useful where space is restricted above the clamp as it is
fitted with a low profile handle.
iii) The reverse clamp, where the clamp handle is at 250 degrees to the clamp
bar. A reverse clamp is also ideal in areas of restricted work space since
the clamp handle operates at the rear of the clamp.
Push action clamps are those in which the plunger operates in a straight line.
These may be used for location or as a brake as well as clamping or, if mounted
vertically, as a press. Most of the clamps toggle in both the forward and rear
positions.
If you require the clamp to operate as an accurate locator, you must select a clamp
that has been specifically designed for this application, or combine the clamp with a
bushing arrangement. If you're operating through a bush, care must be taken that
the clamp plunger and bush are in line, otherwise the clamp may stick.
Pull action clamps are also known as ʻhookʼ or ʻlatchʼ clamps.

These are ideal where quick precise locating of two parts is required, such as
clamping two halves of a mould, clamping down lids or latching doors. They operate
in either the vertical or horizontal plane. The clamps are supplied with single hook or
a double u bolt, which is threaded for adjustment. Different length hooks are
available to suit particular applications.
Squeeze action clamps or plier clamps.
Plier clamps have a wide range of applications, including sheet metal working and
welding fabrication.

6. Repeatability
For the majority of applications, the repeatability of a standard toggle clamp is
adequate. However, in certain areas the repeatability of the position of the clamp foot
is critical to the operation. If the clamp arm or plunger is carrying a tightly toleranced
location pin, the positional repeatability must be considered.
Vertical clamps on most models have some lateral bar guidance from the cheeks of
the side plates. If the precision of the bar is essential then the bar should be
supported by a machined and hardened tenon block.
In some applications, only very light clamping pressures are required, hence
hardened button stops may be fitted clamps so that the clamp bar stops on the
button stop rather than the component.
For push clamps carrying location pins or acting as a precise location unit then you
must select a clamp that has been specifically designed for location (i.e. fully bushed
and tightly toleranced) or the location pin should pass through a separate bush.

7. Setting of Clamping Pressure
It is critical when setting the clamping pressure not to over set the clamp for the
comfort of the operator and because excessive clamping force will shorten the life of
the clamp. The clamping force may be adjusted by altering the spindle in the clamp
bar or using shims to raise and lower the clamp body or under the clamp bar. The
clamp should be set so that as the clamp is applied there is a ʻlight clickʼ as the
linkages move into the toggle position.

8. Size of Clamp
The size of the clamp is determined by:
i.

The amount of clamping force or holding pressure required

ii.

The amount of space available for the clamp (see point 10)

iii.

The distance required from the clamp pivot to the clamping point

iv.

The height under the bar.

If standard clamps do not suit your particular requirements, clamp handles, bars,
hooks, or even the whole clamp can be modified to suit a particular application.

9. Number of Clamps
The number of clamps can be calculated by dividing the total force required by the
holding force or clamping force of the selected clamp (whether you use the holding
or clamping force is dependent on your application).
Please note that often holding force values given are close to the body and will
reduce the longer the clamping arm. When determining the number of clamps
always allow a factor of safety and round up the number of clamps required.

10. Space
Points to consider:
i.

How much space is available around the clamp?

ii.

What room have you got to mount your clamp?

iii.

What reach do you require from the point of mounting to the clamping point?

iv.

Do you have restrictions in the working area or access?

v.

Are you able to perform the required operations with the clamp in position?
For example, is there sufficient access for the welding or machining
operation?

vi.

Is there sufficient room to open your clamp or load and unload your
component?

Assessing the space available for the clamp is critical when determining the type of
clamp required.
11. Ergonomics
Has consideration been given to the clamp operator who may have to apply the
clamp repeatedly which could lead to fatigue and health-related issues?
Points to consider:
i.

The position of clamp in relation to the operator. Is the clamp handle
accessible? Is it in a position that allows it to be used repeatedly?

ii.

The clamping force required.

How much effort does the operator require to apply the clamp? Has the clamping
pressure been set correctly? There have been a number of studies carried out that
provide working guidelines to the amount of effort needed to apply the clamp. These
take into consideration things like the height of the clamp in relation to the operator
and the effort required to apply the clamp. For example, 5.3 kg above shoulder
height and 7.7 kg at shoulder height (see “Woodson et Al Human Factors Design
Handbook” or “Auburn Engineers Ergonomics Design Guidelines”.)
i.

Is there a risk that fingers or hands will be trapped where the clamp is
positioned? Is the operator at risk of trapping or pinching hands or fingers
whilst operating the clamp?

ii.

If a clamp is to be applied repeatedly then the comfort of the operator needs
to be considered.

You can avoid the risk of injury by using a more appropriate sized clamp; extending
or repositioning the clamp handle; or modifying or designing a specific clamp for the
application.

12. Pneumatic or Manual Clamps
Do you require manual or pneumatic clamps? This will depend on various factors
such as:
i.

The number of clamps you must apply

ii.

The frequency of the clamping cycles you require,

iii.

The critical nature of the clamp to your operation

iv.

The accessibility of your clamp

v.

Your budget.

Choose a manual clamp:
i.

If the clamp will operate infrequently

ii.

If the clamp needs to be accessible

Choose a pneumatic or automated clamp
i.

If the clamp is to operate at a high frequency,

ii.

If the clamp is critical to the operation or the quality of your product,

iii.

If the clamp will be mounted, remote or inaccessible to the operator

The following table will help you to decide whether you require manual or pneumatic
clamps…
Criteria

Manual Clamps

Few clamps to apply

√

Infrequent clamping
cycles
Limited life of fixture

√

Accessible Clamp
Positions
Non Critical
Application of clamp

√

Budget Constraints

√

√

√

Criteria

Pneumatic Clamps

Many clamps to
apply
Frequent clamping
cycles
Long life of fixture

√

Inaccessible
Clamp Positions
Critical
Application of
clamp
No Budget
Constraints

√

√
√

√

√

Most pneumatic clamps can have the facility to be manually applied and then
opened under power.
This is particularly useful if you need to accurately position the parts as the clamp
closes (for example, when clamping small brackets).
Be aware of the Health and Safety implications of pneumatically operated clamps.
13. Durability
What kind of clamp do you require: a heavy, medium or light duty clamp?

Heavy duty clamps generally have cast or forged handles, hardened and ground
headed pins and bushes and the pins tend to be replaceable.
Light and medium duty clamps are generally constructed from pressed components,
and are not always fully bushed and they do not tend to have replaceable pins.
When deciding whether a heavy duty clamp is required, consider the following:
i.

The clamping force required

ii.

The frequency of operation

iii.

Life of the tooling

iv.

The environment the clamp will operate in (and the likelihood that the clamp
will be damaged)

v.

The cost of the down time should a clamp fail compared with the additional
cost of using a heavy duty clamp.

14. Mounting Options
There are generally three options to mount a toggle clamp:
i) Base-mounted - the clamp side plates are flanged and the clamp mounts flat to
the surface.
ii) Template-mounted - the clamp fits over a blade. This may be an advantage if you
require the mounting blade and the clamping point to be in line.
iii) Front-mounted - the mounting face is at 90 degrees to the clamp bar. This may
be achieved either with a clamp with front-mounting side plates or, if different heights
are required, with a template mounted clamp and a separate front mounting plate,
which allows heights to be varied.

15. Clamp Bars
There are four different types of clamp bar available for vertical clamps. They are:
i.

ʻU Barʼ - these allow the spindles to be adjusted in the clamp bar.

ii.

ʻS Barʼ - the clamping position is fixed at a pre-determined length. This type of
bar is most suitable when it is critical that the clamping point remains fixed or

if a high clamping force is required in which case the spindle may move in a
'ʻUʼ bar clamp.
iii.

Solid bar - a solid bar clamp is provided with a loose bolt retainer, so you may
cut the clamp bar to the required length and weld the bolt retainer.

iv.

On some heavy duty models of clamps, the clamp bars are available with a
series of tightly toleranced dowel and clearance holes which are drilled
relative to the clamp mounting holes. This allows for fitting shims and Mylar
blocks.

Alternatively, if you require a bespoke clamp arm or attachment, then the heavy duty
ʻCHʼ range are designed to allow custom made arms to be readily attached.
Any bar configuration maybe provided directly on request.

16. Clamping Feet
The type of surface you are clamping onto will determine the type of clamp foot you
require. If it is critical not too mark the surface then you should use a protective
covering on the clamp foot. For example, a neoprene-tipped spindle or a neoprene
cap that fits the bolt head. Generally, the neoprene-tipped spindle provides a more
secure, longer lasting solution. Neoprene-tipped spindles are generally flat-bottomed
but if you are clamping on an angle then you may wish to consider neoprene
spindles with a semi-circular cross-section to reduce the possibility of indentation.

If the clamping surface is not flat then you may need a swivel or self-levelling foot.
These also have neoprene caps to protect the clamped surface.
If you are clamping a complex surface and it is critical that the clamp follows the
profile then you may require ʻform blocksʼ or ʻmylarsʼ to match you component
surface.
[insert clamping feet illustration here]

17. Component Thickness
What is the thickness of your component, does it vary and by how much? Is a
standard toggle clamp suitable for your application? A toggle clamp clamps to the
same position each time. If your component varies in thickness then this variation
could be accommodated by using springs or spring washers under the clamp bar.
The strength of the spring required can be calculated from the clamping force
required.
Alternatively, if the variation is large, then you could consider using a cam clamp.
Cam clamps are not over centre clamps locking clamps; the clamp bar forms a cam
and they can take up several millimetres in thickness.

[move this illustration to point 16]

18. Environment, Materials and Coatings
When determining which clamp is suitable for your application, you must consider
the environment the clamp will operate in. Predominantly, toggle clamps are zincplated mild steel and the heavier duty clamps tend to be chemi-blacked.

If there is potential for the clamps to rust or seize, stainless steel clamps may be
more suitable. Take into consideration special industry requirements such as in the
food or pharmaceutical industry where grade 316 stainless steel may be specified. In
highly abrasive situations aluminium may not be permitted.
If the clamps are going to be subjected to temperature extremes then special
cylinders or lubricants may be necessary, or it may be advisable to consider the
impact of dissimilar materials.
If the clamps are being used in a curing process consider if there any restrictions
with regards to fumes given off from the clamps which may interfere with
manufacturing process.
If you require clamps to operate in particular environments then we may be able to
simply provide the solution.

19. Secondary Locks
Is it critical to the application that the clamp remains in position either from a
functional or a Health and Safety perspective? Toggle clamps are over centre clamps
that lock. However, in certain applications, particularly with vibration, the clamp may
come undone. If this is critical then a clamp with a secondary lock should be
considered. This may be either a simple pin or a secondary locking trigger.

20. Clamp Detection
Is it critical to your process or product quality that the clamp has been applied and
remains in position? In these applications it is possible to use a manual clamp with a
built-in proximity switch which will detect when the clamp is closed.
21. CAD Models
To facilitate the use of clamps in your design, 3-D and 2-D models of all clamps are
available in a variety of commonly used formats and downloadable from the website.
Please contact me directly if you require a different format – you can call me on
01299 823158 or email me at dawn@sandfieldengineering.com.

Two Case Studies
Case Study One
Problem: An earth-moving plant manufacturing company wanted to cut the cost of
prototype tooling.
Solution: After consultation with Sandfield Engineering, the company decided to
replace hydraulic rams with manual plunger clamps. Sandfield Engineering
specifically designed the plunger clamps to be completely interchangeable with the
hydraulic ram. The hydraulic rams and pumps could be simply added later and
prototype tooling could be used for production tooling without the cost of
refabrication.
Result: The earth-moving plant manufacturing company saved £8000 and the
tooling was reused for production.
Case Study Two
Problem: A major food manufacturer needed to reduce changeover time on its
bottling line. However, changing the conveyor line from one size jar to another would
cost the company nine hours in lost production time.
Solution: Sandfield Engineering designed a quick adjustment clamp for the food
manufacturer.
Result: The adjustment clamp meant the changeover could be performed easily and
the production lineʼs down time was cut by more than 50%.

About Sandfield Engineering

For over 40 years, Sandfield Engineering has been designing and manufacturing
clamps in the UK. The company was founded by my father, Ray Tebbett, in 1965 and
is based on his values of quality, customer service and engineering excellence.
Since then, we have sold several million clamps - clamps that have played a crucial
role in keeping production lines running or simply holding vital pieces of machinery in
place. Our clamps have been used in industries as diverse as husky sleds and oil
extraction.
During the past four decades, two things have never changed: our unwavering
commitment to providing products of exceptional quality and delivering outstanding
customer service. No matter what happens in the future, quality and customer
service will always be at the heart of Sandfield Engineering.
We manufacture clamps using the highest quality materials and precise standards.
Before any clamp is classified ʻfit for purposeʼ it must pass through a strict six-stage
quality assurance process. That means when you buy a Sandfield Engineering
clamp, you can be confident that itʼs already undergone and passed a rigorous
testing procedure.
Like my father, Iʼm also a qualified engineer. Like Ray, I bring an engineerʼs
knowledge and almost obsessive attention to detail to every aspect of the business.
It also means I can say with absolute certainty that every product that leaves our
factory will perform its intended function.
My guarantee to you is that if you help us specify the clamp for your specific need,
and it fails during normal operation, we will replace it or give you your money back.
For help specifying the ideal clamp for your process call me on 01299 823158 or
email me at dawn@sandfieldengineering.com.

Dawn Tebbett,
Sales Director,
Sandfield Engineering Ltd.

Your special offer from the Specific Requirements Team
Sometimes a standard clamp just wonʼt fit and rather than make-do, we offer you
the opportunity to have a clamp custom-designed for your specific purpose.
Our team will inspect your drawings and discuss your engineering problem and
design a clamp that completely meets your needs. We can also build and test the
clamp, if required.
Alternatively if you employ a clamp which sits in a mission-critical part of your
process or where the cost of failure is high, we invite you to contact our specialist
consultancy team. Our team will seek to understand the engineering problem and
your unique requirement. Using this information we will help you specify or design
the solution most appropriate to your stated outcomes.
If you allow us to assist in the design and specification of your specialist clamp we
will give you a 100% money back or replacement guarantee.
Just quote ʻSpecial Clamp Offerʼ and we will waive our usual £200 clamp design fee.
For help specifying the ideal clamp for your process call me on 01299 823158 or
email me at dawn@sandfieldengineering.com.

Sandfield Engineering
Sandy Lane,
Stourport On Severn,
Worcestershire,
DY13 9QB
Telephone: (+44) 01299 823158
Fax: (+44) 01299 827011
Email: dawn@sandfieldengineering.com.
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Taking The Stress Out Of
Clamping
At last, a guide to help you choose the right clamp for your needs.
As you know, clamps play a crucial role in any project, process or production line.
Choosing the right clamp is vital – it will help you to deliver on your promises and
schedules regardless of the industry sector you are in.
Engineer and the Sales Director of Sandfield Engineering, Dawn Tebbett has
compiled this guide to help you find the most appropriate clamp for your application.
This illustrated guide is designed to demystify clamping so that you can choose
exactly what you need.
By the time you finish reading, youʼll know the crucial elements of clamping and how
to order the perfect clamp.
“I have always had good support from Sandfield Engineering. They have helped me
standardise our clamping system from a maintenance situation to the introduction of
new projects, by supplying our project team with a standard package in power
clamps and manual clamps. They have also been instrumental in advising our jig
suppliers in the correct selection of clamps for specific applications.
“Sandfield also have a design facility to cover all aspects of standard and nonstandard clamping arrangements.
“I have always found Sandfield clamps to be robust and cost-effective. Their delivery
and technical support is excellent and I have no reservations in recommending them
to any manufacturer.”
D. Bibb,  Eberspacher.
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“Sandfield Engineering supply our company with superior quality equipment. Their
engineering knowledge has been invaluable during the development of our products.
“More importantly Sandfield support us by adapting to the many challenging requests
we give them and tight delivery schedules we ask of them.”
R Morgan, Design Engineering.

